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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:For anyone who doesn't already know me, my name is Keelia Silvis, my pronouns are she/her, and I do not have a PhD. However! I did spend over a year coordinating Dr. Rachel Hardeman's antiracist academic speaking engagements, and I am now her Manager of Communications at the Center for Antiracism Research for Health Equity. I have event planning, administrative, and communications experience in multiple disciplines, and I am happy to share that with you! ↓This presentation is designed to share what I learned to help you navigate through academic speaking engagements, especially for PhD graduate students and early-career post-PhDs. Though I designed this presentation with a focus on academic engagements for people who focus on the field racial health equity, hopefully it will be useful for a wide variety of experts engaged in many types of work.↓We'll start with a brief agenda… →→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:Academic Speaking Engagement email templates Presentation Theme: “Eglamour” from Slides Carnival adapted for University of Minnesota School of Public Health branding.Link to view only of this presentation: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1YLb5i-W3lgn2clJZ3fkCnoA566_e72IcvMKdSxP5CkA/edit?usp=sharing 



• Academic expertise

• Speaking Engagement Basics

• Financial compensation

• Red Flags

• Universal Design

• Miscellaneous paperwork

Agenda

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is our agenda! And as we move forward, remember that the most important thing to remember now and always is… →→
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You 
DESERVE 

this!!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:...you deserve this! You are amazing, so get paid!!!↓You are an academic expert! You've earned this!! And if you choose to accept a speaking engagement, you will be providing a valuable service to your audience by sharing your insight, expertise, and passion. You should be paid for that valuable service, and you should negotiate for yourself. Remember that Academia is toxic, built on exploitation. You've been conditioned to give highly skilled, intellectually-challenging labor for free (or at least severely underpaid), and you've been conditioned to be very uncomfortable talking about and asking for money. Self-advocacy is a skill you need to develop. Give yourself grace, surround yourself with cheerleaders and support, and always remember YOU DESERVE THIS.→→



Paid Academic 
Speaking Engagements
● Definition:

○ You receive a formal written 
invitation 

○ You share your expertise with 
an audience

○ You receive compensation!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:Ok, so what even do I mean by a speaking engagement? In this presentation, a "speaking engagement" will refer to academic labor in which you:receive a formal written invitation from the host organization, typically via email but definitely more than a quick phone call or conversationyou will share your expertise on a topic of interest with an audience, typically a period of 30-60 minutesand you receive compensation for the academic service you provided to the host and their audience.Remember that YOU DESERVE THIS, and you deserve compensation for this form of academic and intellectual labor!→→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:General email templates



Media Outreach vs
Speaking Engagements
● Talking to journalists ≠ a 

formal speaking engagement

○ OK: Saying "no" (always ok!)

○ OK: Limiting interview time 
(typically 10-30 min)

○ NOT OK: Asking journalists 
for compensation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:You can and should be paid for formal speaking engagements, but don't charge a journalist for talking to you, unethical and also just gross! Journalists include: Newspaper, magazine, TV, and radio reportersPodcastersDocumentariansYou can always say "no," and you can always limit the time you talk to them. The email templates linked in the speaking notes have some options for setting good boundaries with journalists. But don't ever demand money from journalists!→→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:General email templates



Types of Paid 
Speaking Engagements
● Types of engagement:

○ Pre-recorded panel
○ Pre-recorded presentation
○ Live panel discussion 
○ Live presentation 
○ Live presentation + Q&A
○ Live keynote address

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:There are many types of paid speaking engagements for many types of settings. Sometimes your invite will be for an annual conference, or sometimes just for an one-off event. The type of engagement typically corresponds with different levels of compensation, with pre-recorded and panel discussions having the lowest compensation, and formal keynote addresses having the highest. →→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:General email templates



Types of Paid 
Speaking Audiences
● Types of audience:

○ Political: Policy makers
○ Community: Special interest
○ Academic: Undergraduate
○ Academic: Graduate
○ Academic: Post-graduate
○ Industry: Corporations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:There are also various types of audiences! Beyond needing to tailor your message based on the interests, educational background, and languages of a given audience, also note that different audiences typically correspond with different compensation levels, with corporations being able to provide the highest compensation.ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:General email templates



Financial Negotiation

● Negotiating for an honorarium 
can be stressful, but you are 
an expert, so get paid!

● Keep negotiations short & to-
the-point

● Always useful phrase:

○ "My base fee for this type of 
engagement is $[your fee]."

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:So now that we've gone over the basics, what should you do when you actually receive an invitation to a speaking engagement? You should NEGOTIATE! I know I sound like a broken record, but you are providing a valuable intellectual service, so you can and should negotiate for appropriate compensation!↓When negotiating for yourself, keep it short and to-the-point. The line to remember is: "My base fee for this type of engagement is $[whatever your fee is]." The org will either be able to meet your base fee, or they won't and you'll say "no". But you will be surprised how many organizations can find more money if it means getting to hear from an expert!↓Speaking from the hiring side, even a student org like the School of Public Health Student Senate was able to easily (and happily!) pay $500 for a 1-hr Zoom presentation from expert speakers. My recommendation is to consider that range (~$200 for a half hour, ~$500 for a full hour) as a minimum baseline for Zoom engagements, but talk to your academic mentors about appropriate fee scales per hour, and per type of engagement. ↓If you accept in-person engagements, make sure to specify their COVID and security precautions beforehand, and to get your travel and hotel costs paid for as part of your honorarium. →→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:General email templates, particularly:Getting more detailsToo little compensation "no"sNegotiating higher compensation for established engagementsEXCEPTIONS: Note that for Grand Rounds, the fee is basically always a flat $500. You can say "no" esp if the med group doesn't fit your research, but don't try negotiating for any Grand Rounds.Template of additional questions to ask organization reps:"What time of day/day of the week do you anticipate for the engagement?What would the total time commitment be? (including tech prep, any planning sessions, etc)What format would you prefer for the engagement? (e.g. 45 min presentation, 15 min Q&A)How many people would you expect to be in the audience? Who do you anticipate will make up the audience? (e.g. students, staff, physicians, community members)What is your budget for a guest honorarium? (note that my base fee for this type of engagement is [your base fee])If scheduling does not work out for me, would you like me to refer you to one of my colleagues?Any other details I should know about right now?"



Special Requests, 
Special Fees
● Sometimes you'll get special 

requests, including:
○ Short turn-around (<14 days)
○ New/customized 

presentations
○ Planning/consult meetings

● You can always say "no" to 
special requests!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:Some engagements require additional time or effort, and you should keep an eye out for them. Does an engagement have a very quick turnaround between the invitation and when you present? Do you need to create a new or customized presentation for a organization's specific interests? Does the organization want you to attend planning meetings or provide any additional consultation? ↓Remember each of these special requests will require intellectual labor on your part. You are a highly educated and experienced expert, and you should be appropriately compensated for your labor. You can always say "no"to additional requests, but if you choose to accept these or any other special requests, make sure that you receive additional money to your base fee for every additional 30 minutes you will have to spend on special services or preparation. →→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:General email templates, particularly:Out of nowhere requestsPre-contract consult requestsPost-contract consult requests



Get it in Writing!!

● Speaker's contracts should 
include the following:
○ The date, time, & timezone of 

the engagement
○ The total time commitment
○ Your speaker's honorarium
○ How & when you will be paid

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:Always, always, always get a speaker's contract!! ↓Your speaker's contract can be very simple and basic, and a link to a template is included in the speaker notes for this presentation. At the minimum, the contract should lay out the scope of work, minimum of:The date and time of the engagementThe total time commitment, including any additional services you may performThe amount that you will be paidAnd how you'll be paid (so, via check or electronic transfer) and when you'll be paid (within what time frame after the presentation)Sometimes you can provide your own speaker contract, but sometimes the organization will have their own contract template. When reading through someone else's contract, keep your eyes peeled for a few red flags:→→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:Email template for getting it in writingSpeaker Contract TemplateGuide to adding watermarks to Google SlidesGuide to adding watermarks to Microsoft PowerPoint 



Exceptions to Normal Pay
● Certain events/orgs have non-

negotiable honorariums:
○ Grand Rounds (typically set at 

$250-$500)
○ Events hosted by Federal 

Funders like NIH ($0)
○ Expert testimony for policy 

makers and government ($0)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:For most events, you can and should try to negotiate. However, there are certain types of events and organizations that have non-negotiable honorariums, and you should be prepared for this. Key examples:Grand rounds, which are a part of continuing education for medical doctors, are typically set at $250-$500 whether the host is a state school or Harvard Medical.Federal funders like the NIH and other federal agencies are often prohibited from offering speaker's honorariums.Now, even after all I just said about getting paid (which is all true!!) certain events can be worthwhile even if you have to take a lesser honorarium than usual. Things to consider:Are you working to build or maintain a valued relationship with the inviting individual or organization?Do the benefits of the platform/reach of the event make up for the lack of financial compensation? What is the total time-commitment for the event, including special requests? And do you currently have capacity for that amount of unpaid work?  ↓If you're in doubt, reach out to a trusted mentor to talk over pros & cons. And remember that you can always say "no"! The speaker notes have email templates for polite refusals that can maintain professional relationships. →→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:General email templates



Volunteer Outreach
● Volunteer engagements that 

are fully unpaid:
○ Grade school students (high 

schoolers and younger)
○ Guest lectures within your own 

academic institution
○ Informational sessions with 

local community advocates

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:Sometimes, the organization or audience is worth talking to even if it's unreasonable to expect normal pay. For example, I personally have done volunteer outreach on gender and sexual diversity, addiction, and racism with high schoolers for years. This volunteer work is deeply rewarding for me, and I am incredibly proud of that work. However! As it is unpaid, I am careful to set and maintain healthy boundaries with these engagements to protect my own time and to make sure that my students get the very best version of me when I am with them.↓When considering whether to accept or maintain a volunteer speaking engagement, consider:What is the total time-commitment for the event, including special requests? Do you currently have capacity for that amount of unpaid work?What boundaries have you established or do you need to establish before saying "yes"?Again, if you're in doubt, reach out to a trusted mentor to talk over pros & cons. It's always ok say "no" if you don't have capacity! The speaker notes have email templates for polite refusals that can maintain professional relationships. →→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:General email templates



RED FLAGS to Avoid

● In long speaker's contracts, 
watch out for:
○ Intellectual property clauses
○ Recording/media usage
○ Surprise special services

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:In long contracts, specifically look for: (1) intellectual property clauses that transfer ownership of your slides, words, and any other intellectual property to the host(2) usage clauses that allow the host to record, edit, and make commercial profit off of recordings of your presentation (3) any surprise additional services that weren't initially discussed. Make sure that by signing the contract you are not giving ownership of your intellectual property over to the organization, and that they can't use recordings of your academic expertise for commercial profit. Also make sure that you know the full scope of what services they expect.↓If you spot something that seems off, discuss it with the organization representative. Usually this is an easy fix, with your work remaining yours, switching recording usage to "for educational purposes only," and clarifying what the full engagement is. →→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:Speaker Contract TemplateGuide to adding watermarks to Google SlidesGuide to adding watermarks to Microsoft PowerPoint 



RED FLAGS to Avoid

● Trust your gut if you 
experience any form of:
○ Rudeness
○ Undermining
○ Discrimination
○ Gaslighting

● No speaking engagement is 
worth mistreatment!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:But! If it isn't an easy fix, and if at ANY POINT you are:treated with rudenessyour expertise is underminedracism, misogyny, ableism, homophobia, transphobia, or any other form of discriminationgaslighting when you communicate any form of boundary, expectation, or criticismTreat these as red flags!! No speaker's honorarium and no amount of prestige are worth subjecting yourself to mistreatment! If something feels off, trust your gut and seek advice from a mentor, or feel free to reach out to me.→→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:Speaker Contract TemplateGuide to adding watermarks to Google SlidesGuide to adding watermarks to Microsoft PowerPoint 
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You 
DESERVE 

this!!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:Because remember, YOU DESERVE THIS. You deserve to share your expertise, you deserve compensation for your time and labor, and you deserve to be treated with dignity & respect!→→



Universal Design
● Mental health considerations:

○ Do you include a trauma-
informed content warning?

○ Do you discuss your 
positionality?

○ Do you include an Indigenous 
Land Acknowledgement?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:When it comes to giving presentations themselves, I want to quick go over some principles of Universal Design as these unfortunately are not a standard part of graduate education. Some of these will vary based on your topic and your audience, but you should always ask yourself: "Is my presentation accessible? When my audience arrives, will they know that I thought of them and their needs beforehand?" ↓For example, if a person in your audience has an anxiety disorder or PTSD, do you include a trauma-informed content warning? Do you discuss your personal positionality before going into identities/experiences that you may not share? Do you include a land acknowledgement that centers the intergenerational trauma and contemporary tribal sovereignty of Indigenous peoples?→→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:Trauma informed content warning example: Before I begin this presentation, I need to acknowledge that based on the topics I will be covering, some people may experience different feelings in response. Some people may feel anger, or anxiety, or numbness, or many other feelings. I want to give you space to support and honor whatever you may be feeling or experiencing. Take care of yourself today in whatever way feels good to you. We cannot solve violence/disparities without confronting white supremacy and systems of structural oppression. So I am grateful that we are having this presentation today, and I am grateful to all of you for being in community with me.Example Indigenous Land Acknowledgement:Before we begin, I am going to make a land acknowledgement. The University of Minnesota Twin Cities is a land-grant institution located on the traditional, ancestral, and contemporary lands of the Dakota people. This land was ceded in the Treaties of 1837 and 1851, and so the founding of the University of Minnesota was an act of treaty-violating theft through the Land-Grant College (Morrill) Act of 1862 made possible by the failure of the United States government to uphold its treaties with Indigenous Peoples. Because of this historical and contemporary context, the University of Minnesota and the School of Public Health owe an ongoing debt to the Dakota people and have a duty to create healthy dialogue, relationships, and practices that redress the intergenerational trauma of this injustice as well as others related to the Indigenous peoples of this state. 



Universal Design
● Sensory disability:

○ Are your figures colorblind 
friendly? 

○ Do you have a script/an ASL 
translator? 

○ Do you verbally describe 
figures/images? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:Is your presentation accessible for people with sensory disabilities? Can a person who is colorblind, deaf, or fully blind participate fully in your presentation? There are general best practices, but there might also be specific needs for a particular audience. The event host should work with you to make sure that everyone in the audience can fully participate in your content.→→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:UMN Accessible Slide Presentation Guide UMN Readable Links Guide Colorblind palette guide 



Universal Design
● Linguistic accessibility:

○ Do you use simple language?
○ Do you define academic 

terms? 
○ Does your audience need a 

translator to fully engage?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:Is your language linguistically accessible? If there are people in your audience who do not speak English as their first language, will they be able to follow along? If you are presenting for a non-academic audience, do you define academic terms and avoid jargon? If there are people with preferred languages other than English in your audience, is there a translator available so they can fully engage?↓For each of these areas of accessibility, you can learn more about audience needs from your organization's reps. For most of these, the organization themselves should assist with accessibility, and I've also included some resources in the speaker notes for you.→→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:Guide to avoiding jargonAPC guide to writing for multilingual audiences 



Miscellaneous Paperwork
● Learning objectives
● Ethical disclosures
● Filling out W-9s
● Credit freezes & online hygiene
● Submitting invoices
● Tracking engagements/ staying 

organized

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:There is some miscellaneous paperwork involved in speaking engagements. I'm not going to go fully into each of them right now, but I've included templates and guides in the speaker notes if there's anything you need help with.→→ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:Guide to creating learning objectives Example ethical/financial disclosuresALWAYS include a disclosure slide in your presentation, usually right after the title slide (so slide 2). Even if the disclosure is simply "I have no relevant financial relationships to disclose," still keep that. It's important to include this for ethical & transparency reasons.Some organizations/events will require that you fill out a formal disclosure form. Make sure to do that prior to the engagement.W-9 Form. You are an "Individual/sole proprietor or single-member LLC"Guide to freezing your credit at different bureaus. Also consider getting a password/secure note manager like BitWarden (what I personally use as of 2021) or LastPass (which I used to use, until they made the free version crappier in an attempt to get people to switch to subscription) Template speaker contract/invoice Engagement tracking spreadsheet template   



Maintaining Relationships
● Polite refusals
● Asking for more money on an 

established event
● Referring colleagues as 

alternative speakers

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SCRIPT:Again, I won't get too far into this right now, but there are plenty of additional resources in the speaker notes. You do NOT need to reinvent the wheel when it comes to refusals, boundaries, negotiations, and other forms of maintaining relationships. Please feel free to use available templates with host organizations.ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:General email templates, particularly:Automatic "no"sScheduling "no"sRecommending a colleague because of scheduling issuesToo little compensation "no"sRecommending a junior colleague because of compensation issuesNegotiating higher pay
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You 
DESERVE 

this!!!!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
...seriously though, you deserve this! You are a superstar, and you deserve to shine during speaking engagements! Be amazing, get paid!And on a personal note, if I can provide any support or assistance as you build your engagement portfolio, please reach out! My email is silv0159@umn.edu, and I am always happy to cheerlead, double check possible red flags, and be of any other assistance I can!→→



CARHE's Core Team #SQUAD

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I'm going to end on a team slide for the Center for Antiracism Research for Health Equity. These people inspire me, and they also lift me up and support me in my career. They are my #SQUAD, and you deserve the same support, cheerleading, and commitment to equity that they give me every day. They are engaged in the work of narrative change, and so are you! So don't be afraid to advocate for yourself!
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